
History H  

Content across topics 

Understanding People and Places Past Present and Future Innovation and Change 
These topics explore the themes of places near and 
far; comparing landscapes. studying how places have 
changed over time and the impact that people have 
on the world around them. 

These topics explore the past; how lives were 
different in the past, how the past has shaped our 
present and how our present can shape the future. 

These topics explore how innovation has shaped our 
world; the impact of individuals, inventions and ideas 
in shaping the world we live in and the impact our 
own ideas and actions may have in the future. 

Key themes – the culture and beliefs of people in the 
past, economic history and the migration of people 

Key themes – power and organisation (political) and 
social history 

Key themes  - historical significance 

Key questions 
What did people in the past believe and how did this 
effect their daily lives and how they were governed? 
Why do people migrate and how do people and places 
change because of this? 
What jobs did people do in the past, who did they 
trade with and why was this the case? 
How did people express their beliefs and culture? 
 

Key questions 
How were peoples organised, who held the power 
and how did they exercise this? 
How did this impact on ordinary people’s lives? 
What was life like for ordinary people (food, clothes, 
education, housing, family life) and how was it 
different from today and from other periods in 
history? 

Key questions 
What impact has this person, event, invention or idea 
had in their own time and across history on a local, 
national or international basis? 
How significant was this? 
What would the world be like if this person, event, 
invention or idea had not taken place? 
 
 

Vocabulary 
Religion, faith, belief, God, god, myth, legend, church, 
cathedral, job, farmer, trade, money,  Explorer 
symbolism, foundation and creation myth, deity, 
monotheistic, polytheistic, sacrifice, after-life, 
reformation, crusade, conversion, superstition, 
missionary, economy, industry, invention, innovation, 
debt, occupation, census, tax, taxation, agriculture, 
population 
, settle, settlement, invasion, invade, conquer,  
migration, migrant, immigrant, mobility, expansion, 
international, national, local 

Vocabulary 
Rules, power, ruler, leader, queen, king, organise, 
government, parliament, laws,   family, city, town and 
village, road, rail, ship, air-travel, school, crime and 
punishment, Job monarch, emperor, pharaoh, 
absolute monarch, absolute power, ruling class, 
aristocracy, dynasty, succession, military, democracy, 
dictatorship, politics, class, 
(capitalism, socialism, communism, fascism), 
civilisation, symbolism, society, nation, empire, 
kingdom, settlement, hunter-gatherer, transport, 
trade, justice, life-style, culture, health, education, 
treason, traitor, rebellion, revolt, human rights, 
peasantry 

Vocabulary 
Idea, reason, change, mistake, important cause, 
consequence, impact, revolution, evolution, 
significant, inspiration, inspire, philosophy, influence, 
continuity, aspiration 
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Cycle A 

Heroes The Final Frontier Invaders and Settlers 
The Roman Empire and its impact on Britain 
I know: 
When the Roman Empire was and when the Roman’s ruled 
in Britain. 
 
When the Roman Empire was in relation to the other 
periods of history I have studied. 
 
The source of Roman power, including the structure and 
organisation of the Roman army and the daily life of a 
Roman Soldier. 
The history of Boudica and the reasons for her rebellion. 
 
Reasons for and against Boudica’s rebellion. 
 
Key facts about Roman Britain – the names of key 
settlements and Hadrian’s wall.   
 
The wider Roman Empire 
I know: 
The locations on a map of the world of the Roman Empire 
 
The capital city of Rome is in modern day Italy. 
 
The location of Pompei. 
 
Facts about daily life in a Roman city 
 
The history of the eruption at Vesuvius and the impact on 
the city of Pompei.  
 
The impact of Roman society on modern Britain.   
 

Study of the history of Space exploration, it’s impact on 

modern life and how this could impact on the future of 

humankind.  

a study of an aspect or theme in British history that extends 

pupils’ chronological knowledge beyond 1066. 

I know: The dates of key events in space exploration – the 

first space flight, the first manned space flight, the first 

successful moon landing. 

The names of key people and their roles in Space 

exploration. 

Other key technology that allow humans to explore the 

distant universe – for example the Hubble telescope 

Arguments for and against space travel / exploration. 

The impact (or not) of space travel / exploration on our 

lives now.   

The future possibilities of space travel / exploration and 

how it could impact on our future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots 

the Viking and Anglo-Saxon struggle for the Kingdom of 

England to the time of Edward the Confessor. 

I know: 

The dates for the Anglo Saxon invasion of Britain and can 

explain why these are open to debate. 

The dates for the Viking invasions of Britain 

The dates for Anglo Saxon and Viking Britain in the context 

of other periods of history I have studied. 

Sources of evidence for Anglo Saxon Britain, including 

written sources and archaeological evidence. 

Sources of Evidence for Viking Britain, including written 

sources and archaeological evidence. 

Why there are limited primary written sources for the 

period. 

The organisation of power in Anglo Saxon and Viking 

Britain, including military power and the structure of 

government. 

The reasons why people chose to migrate / invade Britain. 

Facts about daily life in Anglo Saxon / Viking Britain 

Facts about beliefs in Anglo Saxon / Viking Britain 

How Britain changed over time during this period.   
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Fantastic Creatures Survivors Explorers 
A study of famous naturalists and scientists who’s study of 
the natural world has impacted on today – eg Darwin 

a study of an aspect or theme in British history that extends 
pupils’ chronological knowledge beyond 1066 

 
I know: 
The names of key scientists who have impacted on 
our understanding of the natural world including 
Charles Darwin and David Attenborough. 
 
That people’s understanding of the natural world was 
different in the past. 
 
How the actions and beliefs of people in the past has 
impacted on the natural world and the way humans 
impact upon it.   
 
That new ideas about the natural world challenged 
the beliefs of people in the past.  This controversy 
continues today.  
 
How modern understanding of the natural world can 
impact on the way we understand and protect the 
natural world.   
 
 

 

changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age 
 
late Neolithic hunter-gatherers and early farmers, for 

example, Skara Brae 

Bronze Age religion, technology and travel, for example, 

Stonehenge 

Iron Age hill forts: tribal kingdoms, farming, art and culture 
 
I know: 
Chronology from the Stone Age to the Iron Age. 
 
The context of this chronology in relation to other periods I 
have studied. (including understanding that the Romans 
and Anglo Saxons are examples of Iron Age civilizations and 
the Ancient Egyptians were Stone Age.   
 
Key technologies in the Stone, Iron and Bronze age and how 
these changed.  (examples of stone / bronze / iron  tools 
and their uses) 
 
How changes in technology from stone to bronze to iron 
impacted on the lives of the people in the past. 
(Organisation. daily life, food, culture, war). 
 
How human populations changed from hunter gatherers to 
farmers. 
 
Changes in houses over time 
 
Some examples of how the structure of society changed 
over time (family groups and migration to fixed settlements 
to small towns and forts). 
 
Reasons why people chose the places they lived.   

A study of Victorian and Edwardian explorers and their 
legacy including ideas of empire and colonization.   

a study of an aspect or theme in British history that extends 
pupils’ chronological knowledge beyond 1066 
 
I Know: 
The dates of Victorian Britain.  
  
The chronology of Victorian Britain in the context of other 
periods of history I have studied.   
 
The names of key Victorian and Edwardian Explorers who 
expanded the British Empire.  Livingstone. Stanley, 
Shackleton, Irving and Mallory. 
 
Examples of the motivations of Victorian Explorers and how 
these are different to our beliefs and values today. 
 
The impact of exploration on the countries explored. 
 
Examples of different opinions about Victorian explorers 
from the past and today. 
 
Examples of how values and beliefs about how other 
cultures should be treated have changed over time.   
 
The meaning of the words empire and colonisation  and 
give examples.   
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Cycle B 

Strangers Here and There Ideas which changed the world 
The Tudors, including Queen Elizabeth 1st’s visit to Norwich 
and Ketts Rebellion.   

- a depth study linked to one of the British areas of 
study. 

- a study over time tracing how several aspects of 
national history  

- are reflected in the locality (this can go beyond 1066) 

a study of an aspect of history or a site dating from a period  

beyond 1066 that is significant in the locality. 

 

I know: 

The names of the key Tudor monarchs in order. 

The dates of the Tudor dynasty  

The chronology of the Tudors in the context of other 
periods of history I have studied.   

Key facts about the Tudor’s rise to power. 

The structure of Tudor society and government.  

The concept of a hereditary monarchy and how this 
impacted on Tudor Britain.  

How life was different for different parts of Tudor society 
(rich and poor, countryside and towns / cities, Gentry and 
Aristocracy) 

Either: (probably year 3 / 4) 

The dates and reasons for Queen Elizabeth’s visit to 
Norwich.  Examples of how the visit impacted on different 
parts of city life. 

a study of an aspect or theme in history that extends pupils’ 
chronological knowledge beyond 1066 (not British). 
 
19th Century American History 
 
A study of how the migration of people has changed the 
culture of a place and impacted the physical and human 
geography.   
 
 
Irish potato famine and immigration to the USA 

I know: 

The dates of the Irish potato famine and the “Wild West” in 

the USA 

The chronology of these events in relation to other periods 

of history I have studied. 

Some examples of the causes of the famine in Ireland.  I 

make connections to causes of famine in the world today. 

How the population of the USA and Ireland changed over 

time – the migration of people West – including using 

interactive maps.   

Some examples of the impact of migration on the 

indigenous people of North America. 

A study of change over time.  How have ideas changed 

society and culture across history? 

Examples could include – Slavery and the civil rights 
movement, writing, specific inventions and discoveries for 
example fire or the printing press, the ideas of influential 
people, for example Leonardo De Vinci, or the impact of 
new ideas on a particular aspect of society for example 
Picasso on modern art. 
 
Different classes may choose different people, depending 
on the interests and fascinations of the children in a cohort 
and current events at the time of teaching.   
 
I know: 
 
The names and dates of people who’s ideas and actions 
have changed the world today. 
 
The names and dates of key discoveries and inventions. 
 
The chronological context of these ideas / discoveries / 
inventions in relation to other history I have studied. 
 
Examples of how ideas have changed over time – before 
and after examples. 
 
Examples of how different people or groups of people may 
think or believe different things within a time period. 
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Examples of what life was like in Tudor Norwich, including 
key buildings and areas of the city. 

Examples of parts of Tudor Norwich that remain 

Examples of how life in Norwich has changed over time. 

Or: (probably year 5 / 6) 

The dates of Kett’s Rebellion. 

The story of the rebellion and it’s eventual outcome 

The reasons for the rebellion 

Examples of different opinions about the rebellion from the 
time 

The geography of Tudor Norwich, including key buildings 
and areas of the city. 

How the geography of Tudor Norwich impacted the 
decisions made by the rebels.   

Some examples of different opinions / beliefs from the time 

about the migration west using art and sources from the 

time.   

Examples of why people migrated to and across America in 

the 19th Century. 

Facts about what life was like for immigrants to the USA 

and those who started a new life in the west. 

 

 

 

Examples of how inventions and discoveries changed 
peoples lives at the time and for us today. 
 
Comparisons between modern and historical inventions 
and theor impact on peoples lives (eg the printing press and 
the internet and how this impacted on the sharing of 
information). 
 
Examples of how people’s ideas and beliefs from the past 
have changed our world today. 

Archaeology South America Myths and Ledgends 
 

A depth study of Ancient Egypt. 

 

The achievements of the earliest civilizations 

know and understand significant aspects of the history of 
the wider world: the nature of ancient civilisations; the 
expansion and dissolution of empires; characteristic 
features of past non-European societies; achievements 
and follies of mankind.  

I know: 

The dates for Ancient Egyptian Civilization 

The chronology of Ancient Egypt in the context of other 
periods of history I have studied.   

The structure of Ancient Egyptian society, including the role 
of the pharaoh. 

Some examples of key pharaohs including Tutankhamun.  

Non- European Study 
- Myan civilisation 

 
Dates for the Myan Civilisation 
 
The chronology of Myan civilisation in the context of other 
periods of history I have studied.   
 
The structure of Myan power and society. 
 
How Myan civilisation was similar too and different from 
the Ancient Egyptians. 
 
Facts about key beliefs 
 
Facts about daily life for different people in Myan society.   

know and understand significant aspects of the history of 
the wider world: the nature of ancient civilisations; the 
expansion and dissolution of empires; characteristic 
features of past non-European societies; achievements 
and follies of mankind.  

 
Ancient Greece – a study of Greek life and achievements 
and their influence on the western world 
 
The dates for Ancient Greece Civilization 

The chronology of Ancient Greece in the context of other 
periods of history I have studied 

The organization of power in Ancient Greece, including the 
city states and the birth of democracy 

The names and key achievements of Ancient Greek 
philosophers, mathematicians, writers  and scientists who’s 
ideas still have an impact in the modern world. 
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Examples of how modern historians know about Ancient 
Egypt, including papyrus scrolls, hieroglyphics, the Rosetta 
stone and grave goods – including Tutankhamun 

The story of Howard Carter and his discovery of the tomb of 
Tutankhamun. 

Arguments for and against the excavation of Ancient 
Egyptian Tombs. 

Examples of the beliefs of Ancient Egyptian people, 
including why the pyramids were built, beliefs about the 
journey to the after life, why grave goods were important 
to Ancient Egyptians and examples of Ancient Egyptian 
gods.  

Examples of primary and secondary sources which tell 
historians about Ancient Egypt.   

  

Some examples of how Ancient Greek civilization has 
impacted on the modern world. (eg. democracy, 
mathematics, philosophy, drama and poetry) 

Some examples of how ideas from ancient Greece have 
changed and developed over time. 

Examples of Ancient Greek beliefs, including about deities 
and the afterlife.  The names of Ancient Greek gods, heroes 
and monsters.   

Examples of comparisons and differences with Ancient 
Egypt and the Myans.   

Some Ancient Greek Myths and their role in Ancient Greek 
society and culture.   

 

 

 


